Tell Me You Need Me

Chloe Franklin wouldnt call herself a
commitment-phobe, so much as shes
allergic to anything long term. She loves
the sexy, sweaty, and intensely hot hours of
the night that come before the sun rises,
though. Especially when those nights are
spent with Search-and-Rescuer Gage
McGraw... Gage loves his job, but there is
one thing hes starting to like more than the
rush of a missiona stacked blonde with a
mouth that haunts his dreams. Every time
he steps foot in the sleepy town of
Beaufort, he hooks up with Chloe. But hes
tired of hooks-ups. He wants more. Just
the sight of Gage gets Chloes blood going.
Hot, bothered, and finally naked, shes
ready for their night to start. But before he
takes her, he whispers what his intentions
really areand then the games really begin.
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